USE OF CONSUMER PRICE INDICES (CPIs) FOR ADJUSTING BASIS OF A CAPITAL ASSET UNDER SECTION 2 OF THE TAXATION ACT

The Malawi Revenue Authority (MRA) is informing the public to use Consumer Price Indices (CPIs) when adjusting the basis of a capital asset as provided under Section 2 of the Taxation Act. Use of CPIs for the said purpose became effective from 1st July 2007.

Consumer Price Indices are published by the National Statistical Office (NSO). MRA has sourced CPIs from the NSO for the years beginning 1970 up to 2017. CPIs for the period of 1970 to 1990 are provided on an annual basis, whereas CPIs for the period of 1991 to date are provided on an annual as well as monthly basis. Annual figures are calculated by averaging the monthly indices.

The CPIs had the 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2012 as base years. For tax purposes, MRA has rebased these CPIs to 1970 to facilitate easy calculation of Indexation Factors to be used for adjusting the bases of the applicable assets. An Indexation Factor is worked out using Consumer Price Indices as follows:

\[
\text{Indexation Factor} = \frac{\text{CPI for Disposal Period}}{\text{CPI for Acquisition Period}}
\]

Please note that the term Indexation Factor has been adopted to replace the term Conversion Factor, to conform to standard international terminology and to distinguish it from previously used conversion factors which were not derived from CPIs.

In order to determine the adjusted basis of an asset at the time of disposal, multiply the basis of the asset by the indexation factor. In order to calculate the capital gain or capital loss thereof, simply subtract the adjusted basis from the selling price of the asset as illustrated in the example below the table of CPIs.

How to calculate Capital Gain/Capital Loss Using Indexation Factors

1. Determine the indexation factor using the formula:

\[
\text{Indexation Factor} = \frac{\text{CPI for Disposal Period}}{\text{CPI for Acquisition Period}}
\]
2. Multiply the cost price of the asset by the Indexation Factor to obtain the adjusted basis of the asset.

3. Subtract the adjusted basis from the selling price to get either the capital gain or the capital loss.

4. In the case of a capital gain, the total amount (100%) of the Capital Gain is taxable, provided that where the taxpayer has also incurred a capital loss, the capital gain may be offset by the capital loss and any excess that is not offset by the capital loss is taxable.

5. Calculate 30% provisional tax on the Capital Gain and pay to MRA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Annual (Ave)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>197.70</td>
<td>202.514.45</td>
<td>237.781.54</td>
<td>245.103.76</td>
<td>245.103.76</td>
<td>219.289.04</td>
<td>293.453.12</td>
<td>256.326.27</td>
<td>262.695.47</td>
<td>256.326.27</td>
<td>268.697.40</td>
<td>256.326.27</td>
<td>268.697.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>204.285.57</td>
<td>208.629.69</td>
<td>238.882.75</td>
<td>234.458.68</td>
<td>234.458.68</td>
<td>217.448.09</td>
<td>258.623.56</td>
<td>258.623.56</td>
<td>258.623.56</td>
<td>261.890.65</td>
<td>258.623.56</td>
<td>261.890.65</td>
<td>258.623.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples

1. A house was bought in 1972 at K40,000.00 and is being sold in January 2014 at K55 million. The indexation factor for an asset acquired in 1972 and disposed between January and June 2014 is calculated by dividing the CPI for January 2014 by the CPI for 1972. Using the figures in the table above (CPI for January 2014 = 137,892.68) and CPI for 1972 = 112.50) we obtain 1225.71, hence:

- Multiplying K40,000.00 by 1225.71, we get K49,028,400.00
- Capital Gain/Loss = K55,000,000.00 – K49,028,400.00 = K5,971,600.00 [Capital Gain]
- Provisional Tax Payable = K5,971,600.00 x 30% = K1,791,480.00
2. A house which cost MK10,000.00 to construct in 1980 is being disposed in July 2014 for MK3.5 million. The indexation factor for an asset acquired in 1980 and disposed in July 2014 is calculated by dividing the CPI for July 2014 by the CPI for 1980. Using the figures in the table above (CPI for July 2014 = 132,038.32 and CPI for 1980 = 352.20) we obtain 374.90, hence:

- Multiplying K10,000.00 by 374.90 we get **K3,749,000.00**
- Capital Gain/Loss = K3,500,000.00 – K3,749,000.00 = **(K249,000.00)** [Capital Loss]
- **No Provisional Tax Payable**

3. A house which cost MK1,000,000.00 to construct in March 1992 is being disposed in June 2014 for MK85 million. The indexation factor for an asset acquired in March 1992 and disposed in July 2014 is calculated by dividing the CPI for June 2014 by the CPI for March 1992. Using the figures in the table above (CPI for June 2014 = 135,010.54 and CPI for March 1992 = 1,825.64) we obtain 73.95, hence:

- Multiplying K1,000,000.00 by 73.95 we get **K73,950,000.00**
- Capital Gain/Loss = K85,000,000.00 – K73,950,000.00 = **K11,050,000.00** [Capital Gain]
- **Provisional Tax Payable = K11,050,000.00 x 30% = K3,315,000.00**

Use of Consumer Price Indices for adjusting basis of assets became effective on 1st July 2007. MRA will update the CPI table every month upon release of the latest CPI data by the National Statistical Office. Members of the general public may access the most recent version of the notice from [www.mra.mw](http://www.mra.mw).

For any inquiries, contact Mr Crosby Phiri on 0888 951 638 or the Taxpayer Service Office of your nearest Domestic Tax Office.
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